Animal Exploration Trails
ONLY AT

Animals at the Philadelphia Zoo are on the move like never before. With the new animal
exploration trail experience, called Zoo360, a campus-wide network of see-through mesh
trails affords more opportunities for animals to roam around and above Zoo grounds.
Through the development of this extensive animal travel and exploration trail system,
Zoo360 is the cornerstone of the Zoo’s transformative master plan that provides more
exciting and enriching experiences for animals and visitors alike, taking the Zoo experience
to a whole new level.
Zoo360 benefits the animals by offering more opportunities for long-distance travel, greater
variety in their environments and an increased ability to determine their own experiences.
Similarly, Zoo360 enhances the visitor experience, creating a more dynamic engagement
as animals move 360 degrees — along, above and across visitor pathways.
This is another first at America’s first zoo as well as in the world, and continues the Zoo’s
commitment to excellence in animal care and to inspiring guests to conservation action.
Zoo360 is currently comprised of three trails, Treetop Trail, Great Ape Trail and now,
Big Cat Crossing, with more on the way. The trails link existing animal habitats, so animals
with similar habitat requirements can utilize each other’s spaces in a time-sharing system,
and take advantage of having more room to roam. New destination exhibits will be created
and designed to accommodate all of the species that would use each trail type.
Donor support is critical to continuing the expansion of Zoo360 to include additional trails
for animals such as giraffes, hippos, rhinos and bears as well as a watering hole destination
to be shared by many different species. To donate or learn more about how you can support
the Zoo visit philadelphiazoo.org/donate.

2011 — Treetop Trail
Treetop Trail is a 1,735-foot flexible stainless steel mesh elevated passageway through the
treetops and over the visitor paths at the Zoo’s Impala Plaza. It includes two “lookouts” for
the monkeys, suspended in the largest trees. At its highest point it is 37 feet tall. Monkeys and
lemurs access the trail through their indoor exhibits in the Rare Animal Conservation Center.
With the Treetop Trail, monkeys and lemurs have the opportunity to travel long distances and
move high in the trees, exposing them to a wide variety of new and changing visual stimuli,
including local wildlife such as bugs and birds, as well as other Zoo animals, and the activities
of Zoo staff and guests. Different species “timeshare” the system at different times of the day
including blue-eyed black lemurs, Goeldi’s monkeys, white-faced sakis, a red-capped mangabey
and a black-and-white colobus monkey.
2012 — Great Ape Trail
This trail is used by the orangutans and gibbons. Eventually, bears and gorillas will also utilize
extensions of this trail. It extends from the existing orangutan exhibit over the visitor pathway
and through a small grove of trees to the edge of Bird Lake.
2013 — KidZooU: Hamilton Family Children’s Zoo
& Faris Family Education Center
The 2011 Treetop Trail for monkeys and lemurs extended down the main path to PECO Primate
Reserve, intersecting with the new KidZooU. Monkeys and lemurs from both the Rare Animal
Conservation Center and PECO Primate Reserve can travel back and forth between these areas.
At KidZooU, a special climbing tower brings kids eye-to-eye with primates using the trail system.
2014 — Big Cat Crossing
Big Cat Crossing, opening spring 2014, is a 330-foot mesh-engineered passageway that will
extend from First Niagara Big Cat Falls, 14 feet above the Zoo’s main visitor path, encouraging
large felines to explore overhead. The trail will be used by tigers, lions, pumas and snow leopards
among other big cat species.

2015 — African Plains
In 2015, the pilot trail project for large, terrestrial animals will open by connecting the existing
African Plains exhibits together. The zebras, rhino, giraffe, hippos and antelope will be able to
rotate through each other’s exhibits, in some cases crossing the visitor path to do so.
2016 — Water Hole
In 2016, a completed new “destination exhibit” at the south end of the Zoo will be created
for the large hoofstock using the terrestrial trail system. This area will be a primary visitor hub.
•	In designing Zoo360, the Zoo is collaborating with CLR Design of Philadelphia and Jon Coe,
formerly of CLR Design and founder of Jon Coe Design in Australia. The design team has
pioneering experience in the creation of rotation exhibits.

